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Definition

“Predictive Analytics encompasses a variety 
of statistical techniques from modeling, 
machine learning and data mining that 

analyze current and historical facts to make 
predictions about future, or otherwise 

unknown, events.”(Wikipedia)



Why do I need Advanced Analytics?

• Observational Data

�Incomplete

�Noisy

�Correlated

�Huge amount of variables, big data sets

• Methods for modeling observational data should be:

�able to handle missing data

�assumption free 

�able to deal with correlated and irrelevant inputs

�computational scalable

�of high predictive power



Topics for JMP 12 PRO Demonstration

• Splitting data into Training, Test and Validation set (use 
validation column for model building)

• Advanced Tree Based Methods (Boosted Tree, Random 
Forest)

• K Nearest Neighbors

• Generalized Regression (Adaptive Elastic Nets)

• Model Comparison

• Partial Least Square Regression



• Overall goal in Empirical Modeling is to identify the model with 
the lowest expected prediction error

Expected Prediction Error = 

Irreducible error (inherent noise of the system) + 

Squared Bias (depends on model selection) + 

Variance (depends on model selection)

• This requires to find the model with optimum complexity (e.g. 
number of factors, number of sub-models, functional form of 
model terms, modeling method)

• Model Selection: “estimating the performance of different 
models in order to choose the (approximate) best one”

Model Selection



• If model complexity is too low 
the model is biased (important 
features of the system not 
captured by the model)

• If model complexity is too high 
the model is fit too hard to the 
data, which results in a poor 
generalization of the prediction 
(high prediction variance)

• The challenge is to identify the 
model with the optimum trade-
off between bias and variance 

Bias-Variance Trade Off

• Training error: variation in the data 
not explained by the model

• Test error: expected prediction error 
based on independent test data 



• Training set is used to fit the models

• Validation set is used to find the model with optimum 
complexity

• Test set is used for assessment of the generalization error
• It can not be used for fitting the model

• It can not be used for model selection

• It can be used for model comparison 

Data Splitting



• Sample size needs to be sufficiently large (e.g. > 300;   
Dr. Ian Cox – SAS/JMP)

• Usually not reasonable for DOX (causes factors to get 
correlated)

• There are no rules about the split size (e.g. 60/20/20, 
80/10/10, 80/0/20…)

• Splitting the data always means a reduction in effective 
sample size!

Data Splitting



• Random sampling

• Split data by randomly sample pre-defined proportions from your 
data

• Risk of not having important characteristics of the data in one of 
the data sets

• Stratified Sampling

• Split data by randomly sample the pre-defined proportions in a 
way that they contain the same characteristics

• E.g. same gender distribution in each data set

Data Splitting Options



Boosted Trees and Random ForestBoosted Trees and Random ForestBoosted Trees and Random ForestBoosted Trees and Random Forest
in JMP‘s Recursive Partitioning Platformin JMP‘s Recursive Partitioning Platformin JMP‘s Recursive Partitioning Platformin JMP‘s Recursive Partitioning Platform

Classification

Regression



Characteristics of Tree Ensembles

• Missing data handling

• Can handle all types of data

• Assumption Free

• Deal with correlated and irrelevant inputs

• Computational scalable

• High predictive power (for tree ensembles only)

• Interpretation



Tree Based Methods

• Trees are constructed by repeated splits of subsets

• It starts with a root node, that is split in child nodes

• The child nodes are further split until splitting stops

• Child nodes that have not been split become terminal 
nodes

• Classification Tree (CT) qualitative response

• Regression Tree (RT) quantitative response



Three Elements of Tree Construction

1. Selection of Splits

� Need measure of impurity

� Most reduces the average impurity

2. Decision to declare a node terminal or to continue 
splitting

� Control tree complexity

� Stopping or pruning the tree

3. Assignment of each terminal node to a class (i.e. a 
predicted value for regression tree)



Boosting

• Boosting is one of the most powerful learning ideas of the last 20 
years, originally designed for classification problems, but also 
applicable for regression

• It combines the outputs of many weak classifiers (slightly better 
than random guessing) to produce a powerful “ensemble”

• Boosting sequentially applies the classification algorithm (or 
regression method) to repeatedly modified versions of the data, 
thereby producing a sequence of weak classifiers (or week 
regression models)

• The predictions from all of them are combined through a 
weighted majority vote to produce the final prediction, a model 
ensemble



Boosted Classification Tree (Stochastic Gradient Boosting)

1. Draw a subsample from your training data 

2. Fit a simple tree (a stump) to the subsample

3. Compute classification results

4. Apply logistic transformation to the predicted values for computing the 
residuals

5. Fit a simple tree (stump) to the residuals

6. Draw the next subsample from your training data and fit all precedent 
trees to it

7. Continue with 3. until the optimal number of trees is reached 
(bias/variance trade-off)

8. Aggregate the trees to build the final model



Boosted Regression Tree (Stochastic Gradient Boosting)

1. Draw a subsample from your training data

2. Fit a simple tree to the
subsample

3. Compute the residuals

4. Fit a simple tree to
the residuals

5. Draw a new subsample and fit
all precedent trees to it

7. Continue with 3 until you reached the maximum number of 
trees

8. Aggregate the trees to build the final model



Random Forest - History

• Bagging or bootstrap aggregation is a technique based 
on fitting the same model/tree many times to 
bootstrap samples (sampling with replacement) of the 
training data and average the results

• Since Boosting appears to dominate Bagging on most 
problems, it is preferred

• Random Forest (Breiman, 2001) is closely related to 
bagging

• It builds many de-correlated trees and then averages 
them



Random Forrest

• De-correlation is done by random selection of the input 
variables

• Before each split, select m ≤ p of the input variables at 
random as candidates for splitting

• Hence, in RF there are two levels of randomization

1. In the training data, due to bootstrap sampling

2. In the input variables (factors, predictors) m due to random 
sampling of the predictors

• Often Random Forests (RF) is similar to boosting, where RF is 
simpler to train and tune



Random Forest (RF)

1. Draw a bootstrap sample (sampling with 
replacement) from your training data

2. Fit a tree without pruning to the bootstrap sample 
where at each node m variables are randomly 
selected for splitting; split is done for best 
variable/split point

3. Go back to 1 until the maximum defined number of 
trees is reached

4. Aggregate all trees to build the final model



K-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN)

• K-NN is a nonparametric method for classification and 
regression (only performs well for low dimensional 
problems)

• It is based on so called “instance based learning” (input 
consists of k closest training examples) where the 
function is only approximated locally

• It creates black box prediction engines, typically not 
useful for understanding the nature of the problem, 
but often highly effective in predicting the system 
output



Characteristics of k-NN

• Missing data handling

• Can handle all types of data

• Assumption Free

• Deal with correlated and irrelevant inputs

• Computational scalable

• High predictive power 

• Interpretation



Penalized Regression
• Considers different response distributions (like GLM)

• Penalized Regression methods shrinking the coefficients towards zero (induces 
bias, but results in models with better predictive capability)

• Ridge Regression is shrinking the coefficients towards zero for getting more stable 
estimates (helps with correlated predictor variables)

• Lasso is shrinking some of the coefficients all the way down to zero (subset 
selection, works for p > n, getting better estimates when predictors are 
correlated)

• Elastic Net is a combination of Ridge and Lasso Regression

• Adaptive versions of the Lasso and the Elastic Net are providing even better 
estimates of coefficients

• The adaptive methods have Oracle Properties:

• Identification of true active factors

• Correct estimate of coefficients



Characteristics of Panelized Regression

• Missing data handling (in JMP the option Informative 
Missing is available)

• Can handle all types of data

• Assumption Free

• Deal with correlated and irrelevant inputs

• Computational scalable

• High predictive power 

• Interpretation



• For identifying the best model for a given problem usually different 
models are compared

• Without having independent test data Model comparison is 
subjective and follows a pick the winner approach done based on 
model selection criteria like  AICc, BIC, minimum cross validation 
error or PRESS

• For identifying the model with the minimum expected prediction error 
independent test are required:

• Estimate generalization error

• Formal model validation (no to confuse with model selection based on a 
validation data set)

• Model comparison

Model Comparison



Data Set for Live Demonstration
• The data set is called Equity.jmp and taken from the JMP Sample Data Library 

located in the JMP Help menu

• It is based on historical data gathered to determine whether a customer is a 
good or bad credit risk for a home equity loan (watch out: missing data)

• Predictors:
• LOAN = how much was the loan
• MORTDUE = how much they need to pay on their mortgage
• VALUE = assessed valuation
• REASON = reason for loan
• JOB = broad job category
• YOJ = years on the job
• DEROG = number of derogatory reports
• DELINQ = number of delinquent trade lines
• CLAGE = age of oldest trade line
• NINQ = number of recent credit enquiries
• CLNO = number to trade lines
• DEBTINC = dept to income ratio

• Response is Credit Risk, predict good and bad credit risks



1. Validation Column

• Open the file Equity.jmp

• Select Cols → Modeling Utilities
→ Make Validation Column

• Enter proportions for a 60/20/20 
split

• Select Stratified Random

• Select Credit Risk → OK



2. Data are Missing at Random?

• Create a column with missing data 
indicator for DEBTINC

• Run a Logistic Regression to check if 
missing data pattern explains response 
(Credit Risk)

• Missing data in DEBTINC (variable related 
to income) explains quite some of the bad 
credit risks

• Hence, data are not missing at random they 
are informative missing (e.g. people do not 
answer question on income, because they 
expect they are rejected)



3. Boosted Tree

• From the data table select →  
Analyze → Modeling →
Partition

• Enter X and Y, and at Validation
the validation column (called 
here simply validation)

• For Method select Boosted Tree

• Select OK

• Specify the parameters for the 
Boosted Tree (these factors are 
used for tuning the model)



4. Boosted Tree Results

• Information on model and 
classification results

• Save Prediction Formula

• Build a profiler to visualize the model 
(Graph → Profiler



5. Random Forest

• Open Partition Platform 
(select Recall)

• Method → Bootstrap 
Forest → OK

• Specify Random Forrest 
parameters (used for 
model tuning) → OK

• Inspect model and Save 
Prediction Formula



6. K-NN

• Open Partition Platform 
(select Recall)

• Method → K Nearest 
Neighbors→ OK

• Specify Maximum K for K 
Nearest Neighbor 
Random → enter 10 → 
OK

• Inspect model and for 
best K Save Prediction 
Formula



7. Adaptive Elastic with Missing Data
• Specify Model 

(including Validation 
column) → OK

• Estimation Method → 
Adaptive Elastic Net

• Advance Controls for 
model tuning

• Go



8. Adaptive Elastic Net with Missing Data

• Solution without missing 
data

• Solution path is showing 
variables selection 
(shrinking of variables)

• Scaling/shrinking can be 
adjusted manually

• Save Prediction Formula



9. Adaptive Elastic Net with Informative Missing

• Model changes when 
all data are used

• Informative makes to 
columns out of each 
variable with missing 
data

• One column is a 
indicator column with 
zeros and ones the 
other is using the 
actual value or 
imputing the column

• See respective link at 
“Further Reading” for 
details



10. Model Comparison

• Analyze → Modeling → Model 
Comparison

• Group by Validation column

• Enter prediction formulas (for k-
NN only one categorical column 
available) → OK



11. Model Comparison

• Best model is the one performing 
best on test data

• Most critical outcome is to predict a 
good credit risk when actually  the 
credit risk is bad (see confusion 
matrix)

• Some methods in JMP allow for cost 
sensitive learning i.e. to specify a 
Profit Matrix to consider gain/loss 
of misclassifications!

• k-NN performs best in terms of the 
most critical outcome, but the best 
model always depends on the data

• Adaptive Elastic Net with 
informative missing is doing much 
better than the model with missing 
data



PLS – Projection to Latent Structures

• PLS, Projection to Latent Structures or Partial Least Square Regression 
is similar to principal component regression

• But unlike PCR, PLS relates X and the Y matrix i.e. PLS uses the 
correlation structure of the responses for making the model

• This makes PLS especially efficient for modeling systems with highly 
correlated responses e.g. spectra like data

• PLS extracts latent factor which are based on the correlation structure 
of X AND Y



Characteristics of PLS

• Missing data handling (in JMP limited)

• Can handle all types of data

• Assumption Free

• Deal with correlated and irrelevant inputs

• Computational scalable

• High predictive power 

• Interpretation



Live Demonstration
Baltic Sea

• This example is from spectrometric calibration, which is an 
area where partial least squares is very effective. Suppose 
you are researching pollution in the Baltic Sea. You would like 
to use the spectra of samples of sea water to determine the 
amounts of three compounds that are present in these 
samples.

• The three compounds of interest are:
• lignin sulfonate (ls), which is pulp industry pollution

• humic acid (ha), which is a natural forest product

• an optical whitener from detergent (dt)

• The amounts of these compounds in each of the samples are 
the responses. The predictors are spectral emission 
intensities measured at a range of wavelengths (v1–v27).

• For the purposes of calibrating the model, samples with 
known compositions are used. The calibration data consist of 
16 samples of known concentrations of lignin sulfonate, 
humic acid, and detergent. Emission intensities are recorded 
at 27 equidistant wavelengths. Use the Partial Least Squares 
platform to build a model for predicting the amount of the 
compounds from the spectral emission intensities

• The data set is called Baltic.jmp and can be found in the JMP 
Sample Data Libraty

(taken from JMP Help)



PLS Baltic Sea – Standard Analysis
• Select Analyze → Fit 

Model

• Specify X and Y

• Select Personality: → 
Partial Least Squares
→ Run (usually you 
keep the default 
settings for centering 
and scaling)

• Select Method 
Specification → NIPALS
→ Validation Method
→ KFold → 7 → Go



PLS Results – Standard Analysis
• A lot of 

diagnostic 
checks 
available

• Method 
provides 
Profiler to be 
used for 
predictions 
and 
optimization



PLS Baltic Sea – The other way round

• Sometimes it is of 
interest to model curve 
like response as 
function of the some 
variables

• In this case the Baltic 
Sea chemicals are used 
to model the spectral 
curve (doing it the 
other way round than 
before)



Results Baltic Sea – The other way round

• When predicting response 
curves with PLS they can be 
visualized in JMP’S Spectral 
Profiler

• In this profiler you can see 
how the entire curve 
(spectrum) is changing as 
function of the input 
variables (in this case 
chemicals)

• PLS is very good in predicting 
highly correlated responses 
(like spectra like data)



Further Reading

• Do you need JMP PRO: 
http://www.jmp.com/content/dam/jmp/documents/en/software/jmp-
pro/jmp12/do-you-need-jmp-pro12.pdf

• Informative Missing 
http://www.jmp.com/content/dam/jmp/documents/en/newsletters/jmper
-cable/29_summer_2014.pdf

• Discovering Partial Least Square with JMP. Cox, Ian and Gaudard, Marie. 
2013. Cary, NC: SAS Institute Inc

• Elements of Statistical Learning Data Mining, Inference, and Prediction: 
https://web.stanford.edu/~hastie/local.ftp/Springer/OLD/ESLII_print4.pdf

• Penalizing Your Models: An Overview of the Generalized Regression 
Platform (in JMP): http://analytics.ncsu.edu/sesug/2014/RIV-08.pdf

• Stochastic Gradient Boosting: 
http://statweb.stanford.edu/~jhf/ftp/stobst.pdf

• Random Forrest: 
https://www.stat.berkeley.edu/~breiman/randomforest2001.pdf


